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by Bill SchmeelkHM 6643

New FasTrack Section – To Cut or Not To CutIn the previous issue of TLR, we published a chartof track lengths that could be assembled using differentcombinations of FasTrackTM lengths. Although the additionof the 1-3/8-inch track section more than doubled thepossible lengths that can be assembled, there are times whenthere might be a better answer. For instance, let’s say you

made by connecting six 1-3/8-inch sections. While making

economical.
In this case, the best answer is to custom cut a specialsection. As we discussed last issue, cutting FasTrack is abit more complicated than cutting tubular track. You can’tsimply cut a piece off the end. If you did that, the sectionwould not mate with any other FasTrack section, with thepossible exception of the O-gauge transition piece. Thereis a better way; simply cut a section out of the middle of a

I tried it myself and what follows is a complete descriptionwith photos on what I feel is the best method to make customlengths of FasTrack.Let the Cutting BeginFor our example, let’s assume I need a section that is 8-
it will only require one standard section of FasTrack. Wewant to remove a section from the middle and reassemblethe track. That leaves us with a section that retains the twooriginal ends and can easily be connected to other sections
will be made. If you look at the underside of a section ofFasTrack, you’ll notice the bent metal tabs which secure therails to the plastic roadbed. When the track is cut, you wantto leave as many of these remaining in place as possible.You also want to avoid cutting the track over the metal platewhich connects the two outer rails. If need be, this plate canbe removed before cutting. Subtracting the length we want
length of 1-¾ inches to be cut away from the middle of thetrack in order to preserve the two ends of the track.

Cutting the track square is very important. For that
an inexpensive plastic one at a home improvement store.One feature that I liked was that its front side had a lip whichoverhangs the table and holds the miter box in position asyou cut on the forward stroke of the saw. Typically, a backsaw is used with a miter box. This is not acceptable for

cutting metal, and I substituted a hacksaw with a 32-teeth-per-inch blade.

Photo 1 shows the setup as the sawing proceeds. You
through the metal rails, the cutting will go quickly. After the

photo 2 and set them so that the measurement from the endof the cut piece to the end of the remaining piece was my
the larger section at the point where the smaller sectionended. This is where the second cut must be made on thelarger piece. This is cut in the same manner as before, usingthe miter box.

Photo 3 shows the result. The very short middle piececan be discarded. Next I used a sanding block with 120 grit
not to sand it too much; all you want to do is remove the sawmarks and leave a smooth, square edge for gluing. It takesvery little sanding to achieve this. If you sand too much, youmay lose the squareness of each piece and they will not mateperfectly. Photo 4 shows the two cut edges after sanding.
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The next step is to drill into each of the rails at the cutend of each piece. This is done with a 7/64 inch drill asshown in photo 5. The drilling is necessary because there are

rail. These can be seen if you look at the small section to theleft of the track being drilled in photo 5
to keep the drill against the inside top of the rail and support

Now place a standard O-gauge track pin into each railof one of the sections as seen in photo 6. You can now
careful, the rail tops and the roadbed will line up properly.For the glue to hold properly, the joint of the two sectionsof roadbed should touch without any gaps. Next, separatethe two sections and place the pins in one section. Sparinglyapply SuperglueTM (cyanoacrylate) to the edge of the roadbed

surface and push them together and hold them tightly forabout 10 seconds. Although many of these glues are calledinstant, their full strength is not developed for up to 24
step.One Last StepTo assure the best conductivity, the rails of each sectionof the new piece should be soldered together. I usually preferstranded wire, but in this case, the joint will not be movingand solid wire is quite suitable. I used 18-gauge copper wire.Photo 7 shows the completed soldering. In this particular

length you are making, this plate may not be there. Simplysolder from the metal tabs of one rail to the tabs of the
Notice that in my example, I had to bring the center railwire across the plate which connects the two outer rails. Itis very important that this center rail wire does not makecontact with this plate as that would result in a short circuit. Iassumed that I would have no problem as the wire insulationwould keep any contact from occurring. I discoveredhowever, when I soldered the wire, that the insulationshrunk and bare wire came very close – too close – to theplate. I then removed the center wire and placed a piece ofelectricians tape over the plate. If I had it to do over again,I might simply remove the plate or at least loop the center

wire so that it approaches the connection from the oppositeside. Photo 8 shows the completed section along with astandard 10-inch piece for comparison.
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